LO CAT I O N S
P4 - Portuguese Red Wine
Imported and Bottled by Locations Wine
The Inaugural release of Locations Portugal; A blend of Touriga Nacional,
Trincadeira, and Touriga Franca sourced primarily from the northern region
of Douro, with the remainder coming from the Alentejo region to the
south. The wild and rugged mountain region of Douro is cut off from the
influences of the Atlantic by the Serra do Marão mountain range. These
sheltered conditions combined with the sparse rainfall and steep rocky
slopes enable the gnarled old vines to yield small amounts of concentrated
berries which produce an amazingly rich, complex wine. By contrast the
gentle hills of the Alentejo and its many sub-regions, produce rich and
fruity wines with a freshness and complexity derived from the warmer days,
cooler nights and varying soil types. Blending the two regions and traditional varietals has enabled us to craft a harmonious wine with a magnitude of
silky, rich layers, one worthy of carrying the Locations name.

Winemakers Notes

The glass opens with a triple layered aroma of savory peppercorn and cocoa,
jasmine flowers, and black fruit. The immediate dark chocolate structure
provides the canvas on which black cherries, roasted lamb, and exotic spices
intermingle. The wine finishes with the tapering dark chocolate structure and
culminates with hints of vanilla.

Blend

A blend of Touriga Nacional, Trincadeira and Touriga Franca

Maturation

Barrel agged in French and American oak.

Alc/Vol

15.0%

UPC

8-51645-00416-4

Accolades

“Dave Phinney - is one of the more creative young minds in all of the world’s
winedom. He is doing things that are far beyond his modest age and deserves to
be commended for the brilliant individuality/singularity of all of his efforts.”
-Robert Parker
“As of now, Dave Phinney might be my “value winemaker of the year” candidate. If there are better wines for under $20 a bottle in the world today, please
share that information with the Wine Advocate.’
–Robert Parker
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